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This is our fifth year of beginning the new year with an individual review of our previous year's creative
growth. Sure, it is difficult to pick the best three but that is also reassuring. It's not so important that
some excellent images missed the cut. The value is in examining your select group and surely in
differentiating those few that just missed on some small detail, and finding the ones that hit the mark.
It is good to view our art and craft as a ladder that is heavy on technique as one begins, but soon
depends more on the creative nuances. How better to climb up the creative ladder than to review a
year's output?
While we are thinking about how we can become better photographers, it is also a good time to share
with CNP leadership what you are looking for in 2021 programs. Devan Accardo welcomes your ideas.
(Her email is: devan@wellsaidmedia.com ) Surely by midyear, we can resume in-person learning and
hopefully meetings too. Hope so!
Our December CNP meeting offered a topic called: So you have a new camera…. This is a
new topic for our meetings. Devan, Kathy, Mark, and Paul offered their experiences with purchasing
and becoming familiar with a new camera. Some of us settle on a camera and stay with it for a long
time like a carpenter with the hammer purchased at age 18. Others are innovators who were early to go
digital and now are moving to mirrorless. That's the carpenter with the pneumatic nailer.
On page8 you will find a short offering on avoiding conjunctions in a photograph. They exist. Really!

Next Meeting:
So you have a new camera ………. 2
Avoiding Conjunctions …….…..……. 8
Membership Details ………….……. 11

Thursday, January 7 at 7:30 PM
Until further notice, CNP meetings be
be using Zoom. See email for details.
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Devan Accardo began our program with an overview of
her search for a compact bridge camera that she could
carry in a small, uncluttered bag on her walks and daily
forays . She settled on the 16 MP Nikon P1000 as seen at
left (and below).

It has extreme 24-3000mm zoom optics
coupled with small 4.55mm x 6.17mm sensor.
The entire optical train needs to be scaled
smaller to fit a smaller sensor in order to
reach the maximum 3000mm focal length.
Imagine how large the front element on a DSLR
would need to be at 3000mm fl. It has image
stabilization and a fully articulated LCD screen.
There is no weather sealing. Weighs 3.14
pounds. See more at:
https://cameradecision.com/compare/Nikon-Coolpix-P1000-vs-Nikon-Coolpix-P900
This is a pretty versatile $1000
camera for capturing whatever you
see in your wandering while keeping
your kit down to one camera, a filter
and spare battery. Devan shared
examples including this wide angle
of a sunset.
Obviously there are trade-offs that
you need consider, and Devan
recommends including both
internet research and a rental to
confirm a good match to your needs.
She offered a range of her photos
from the P1000 at various focal
lengths. Some examples follow.
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At 16 megapixel, image size is
reasonable for prints and with
some cropping (such as distant
moon) even more distance
objects can be shared on the
web.
The take-a-ways include
understand your needs,
research the options and begin
with a rental to be sure. The
P1000 fits her needs closely.
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Mark Malkin brought his experience making a major system change from full frame Nikon to full frame
Sony. He did it in an incremental series of steps since he had a fifty year legacy with Nikon that covered
an extensive collection of equipment. He offered six key observations that are covered below:

1. Research, Research, Research. Read professional articles and reviews on sites like
DPREVIEW.COM. Consult other photographers and users. You will likely find useful comments
from users who have made the same transition you are considering.
2. Read technical lens reviews including articles that offer suggestions of the best lenses made for
the new system. If you are changing to a new lens mount, consider purchasing an adapter to
use your existing lenses. BUT – remember that new lenses made for the system often have
faster autofocus and more enabled advanced features, so buying 1 or more lenses for the new
system is highly advisable.
3. Do you need to make a quick change or gradual transition to the new system? Do you have only
one camera and a few lenses, or do you have a large system. I had 5 cameras, 15 lenses, and
drawers full of accessory items so I decided to transition gradually.

4. Find a reliable supplier and make an initial purchase. A rental may be appropriate but you may
want more time. I purchased one used body and 2 lenses that covered the features I needed for
my work and to learn the new system. I gradually moved to new later model camera bodies,
added lenses, and built an entire new system over about 2.5 years. I sold off Nikon equipment
gradually along the way ( I kept some vintage film bodies I had from the 1970-1980 era. )
5. Purchase quality text books that go into detail that covers your new cameras features and
operations in detail. ( Gary L Friedman has authored ones that I have) User manuals are often
not comprehensive, clear, or well written. Good books not only cover the operations and
custom configuration but often make recommendations of good starting points and default
settings that are worth changing depending on your application.

6. Practice and Learn the new system before you need to use it for critical work.
The discussion of Mark's points brought out some good ideas. When you have a lens or camera body
that you wish to sell, a good beginning step is to offer it to CNP members using our group email. Often,
that lens or camera may be just the item a member has been wanting. It could be a good backup body
or a macro lens. This is easier than shipping to a reseller, and the pricing can be advantageous
compared to going through a company. Mark began his Sony buy with a body and two lenses. This
started his process of learning the Sony menus and control system. Once comfortable in the new
system, he began an incremental transition. All good points.
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Kathleen Rasmussen also made a transition while remaining with Canon. She had a wish-list of new
features that were not on her existing DSLR. Also considered was going to the Sony system or staying
with her Canon. Kathy chose a transition to a mirrorless Canon R6. Part of the decision considered
using her legacy lenses rather that replacing them with Sony. It does get costly to change systems. In
Canon R6, the menus are largely the same, but features do shift and some are added. For mirrorless
systems, there are typically adapters that allow using the DSLR lenses with the mirrorless mount. She
bought the R6 with one new lens and an adapter for her legacy lenses. -- Note that the shorter optical
path of a mirrorless allows lens designs that are better. -- There was a shortage of R6 kits when she
ordered so there was time to look at the R6 manual using a pdf download. Once she had the R6,
reaching out to the CNP group was helpful in setting up the camera. The adapter was further delayed,
so Kathy could not use her legacy lenses immediately.
Paul Schmitt made a similar change to mirrorless that had elements of all three previous presenters. He
had a small Fuji travel camera for hiking that met needs similar to Devan's, plus was used by his spouse.
He sold it and shifted to the new Canon R mirrorless a year ago. Happy with the change, he preordered
a R6 and then waited for it to ship. So, he knew Canon mirrorless and could get the R6 manual on line
to begin learning. Paul's offering is largely about how to become proficient. Here are his slides
beginning with how to prepare before the new camera and lens are shipped:
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Initially, Paul had one of the mirrorless RF kit lenses plus an adapter for both his R and R6 bodies. He
kept all of his DSLR lenses. With time, he added a RF 15-35 f/2.8 lens for astro photography because the
mirrorless body offers better wide-angle options. The comments about working in poor light call out
the need to have memorized control button locations by touch when working in dark conditions. This is
also valuable in daylight for fast response.
Paul also notes that the focus peaking feature he first experienced with the Fuji camera has been one of
the most valuable tools in mirrorless cameras. It offers better control of focus stacking and immediately
shows in manual focus mode where your depth of focus begins and ends.

Final Comments:
This has been a useful discussion with four different types of changes. Devan went successfully outside
of an usual DSLR mode of thinking. (Sure, we do share smart phone images that are pretty creative, but
that is less of a system oriented field.) Mark made a major system change with a large legacy to
consider plus new control menus. Kathy crossed from a single DSLR to a single mirrorless body in the
same basic system. Paul stepped from two DSLR (plus one Fuji mirrorless) to all Canon that had one
each (DSLR and mirrorless) and eventually all mirrorless while staying in the Canon menu system. He
kept most of his legacy DSLR lenses. This just about covers all the possibilities.

Avoiding Conjunctions for Photographers
by Paul Schmitt
I am not taking you back to high school grammar but using a broader definition of conjunction.
Conjoined is a synonym also. First, an example of with and without the dreaded conjunction.

With

Without
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In the above two images, see how the large rock's form is confused with the reflection, and on the right
each shape is separate.
Note: I must admit coming up with clear examples on a dreary December afternoon was dificult. My
examples are not artistic nor exciting. Hopefully they do sell the concept.
Here is another example to consider. On the left is what someone might first do when they approach
the memorial to a slain New York trooper. The marble memorial is conjoined with the bench in the
foreground. The top of the marble is pinned to the mountain top. One might also object to the top of
the flag pole locked to the edge of the frame. At least the pole is vertical. And look, I was able to keep
the flagpole from connecting with the monument. It would have been ugly to have the pole sticking up
from the top of the marble.

The photo on the right is better. The monument is upright with only a few tree branches close to the
tip, and it has sky behind the top portion. Raising the view to separate the monument tip from the tree
lowered it in the sky toward the mountain, and the old maple tree is more fully presented.
Another aspect of conjugate shapes in a photo is how the background can become confused with our
subject. We cannot always depend on shallow depth of field to blur the distance into no form.
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On my afternoon walk I found some dried teasel stalks with a form I found interesting. They grow
along roadsides often in close proximity to one another, so separating them calls for some attention. On
left is a careless image paying no attention to the overall setting. Note the rectangular box around a
problem with stalks conjugate with the bright orange teasel seedhead. On the right is the result of a bit
of jockeying camera height and direction while paying attention to the sun's direction and to the danger
of shadows. There is still a dark blob to the right of the seedhead that deser ves a trip to the content
aware fill option in PhotoShop.

I wanted to get lower to put blue sky behind the foreground but it was not possible, and that is a lesson
in looking for what is desired but settling for the best available.
Perhaps this is an assignment for a future sharing based meeting. Something on the idea of identifying
conjunctions and reducing them.
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Please Note

Newsletter
Editor:

Paul Schmitt

Membership is $20 for new and
existing members. For existing
members, it is due in September.
You may pay at our next meeting,
or, if preferred, you can mail it to
Nancy Ridenour at 346 Warren
Road, Ithaca, NY 14850. Thank
you.

Keep updated
at:

cayugaphotographers.wordpress.com

CNP
President:

Brian Chabot

CNP V-P,
Programs:

Devan Accardo

Membership is $20, due each
currently. You may pay at our next
meeting, or, if preferred, you mail
it to Nancy Ridenour at 346
Warren Road, Ithaca, NY 14850.

Webmaster:

Mike Goldstein

Treasurer &
Membership:

Nancy Ridenour

Thank you!
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